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Abstract. The implementability of automorphisms and derivations of the CARalgebra in a pure quasifree state is discussed in detail. Especially the properties of
the implementing operators are investigated, and an explicit construction is
given. Extending a result from [2] for the CCR-algebra, we get a new necessary
condition for a derivation to be implementable by a selfadjoint operator.

1. Introduction

Whereas there are many results about the implementability of automorphisms and
derivations of the form ψ(f)-*ψ(Sf\ little is known about the properties of the
implementing operators and their construction. These questions can be answered
by applying the methods of constructive quantum field theory. Some useful and
interesting new results come out. Among them there are: Estimates, corresponding
to the Nτ-estimates in constructive quantum field theory, criteria for selfadjointness
and an explicit construction of a bilinear form which implements a given
automorphism. If this automorphism satisfies the criterion of Shale and Stinespring
[3], the implementing form can be extended to an unique bounded operator, which
differs from an unitary only by a constant factor. If the automorphism does not
map any annihilation operator on a pure creation operator, the bilinear form can be
given in a closed form, in which it can be compared with the formal expression
resulting from the linked cluster theorem.
In the last section a new necessary condition is found for a derivation to be
implementable by a selfadjoint operator, analog to Hochstenbach's result in the
scalar field case [2]. It proves the conjecture that the first term in the perturbation
serie decides over the implementability. It follows the explicit construction of the
implementing operators with the method of dressing transformations and a
comparison of this method with approximation techniques.
The results presented in this paper are essentially contained in the authors thesis
[1]. Some of these results have been obtained also by Ruijsenaars [4].
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2. Notation
H complex Hubert space, <gQ(H) Clifford algebra over H, %(H) C*-normcompletion of # 0 (H), ψ:H-^^(H) antilinear injection with
(Canonical Anticommutation Relations).
To any invertible operator Se&(H) corresponds an unique automorphism α s of
(H) with the properties

^f)

(feH).

In the same way dτ, Te&(H) denotes the derivation of^0(H) with
dτψ(f)* = ψ(Tf)*,

dτψ(f) = - ψ(T*f).

cop, P projector in H, is the pure quasifree gauge invariant state of %>(H) with the two
point function

Let (Jf, π, Ω) be the GNS-construction to ωP. The one particle space is
(Q = l - P,

2tfγ = PHφQH

denotes the conjugate Hubert space),

7

and Jf is the antisymmetric tensor space over Jf x:
1

§4^
«=0

Denoting the identical mapping from H into j ^ 1 with /, we get the annihilation
operators

For p= 1, Cp denotes the trace ideal {Ae^(H)\ ||,4||£ = Tr|v4|p< oo}. Especially
C 2 is the Hilbert-Schmidt class, and Ct is the trace class.

3. Invariance of the Ground State

Let S be an invertible bounded operator in H, which commutes with P. Then ωP is
invariant under αs, and ocs is implemented by the densely defined closable operator
Γ{S):AΩ-+as(A)Ω,

Relating Γ(S) to the tensor product structure of j-f

= AJ4? 1?

we get

The corresponding result for derivations dτ, Te^{H\ PT=TP, is:
dΓ(T) =

dA(I{PT-QT*)Γx),

where dΓ(T) denotes the densely defined closable operator
Ae<#Ό{H).
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4. Weak Implementability of Derivations
Let Teέ$(H). The formal expression
dΓ0(T) = Σ (fP Tβ {(/*, Pfj) ~ Ψ(fdψ(fj)*} ,
(/«)

basis of

H,

implements the derivation dτ. dΓ0(T) has a well defined meaning as a bilinear form
on ΨjH)Ωx^0{H)Ω.
If PT= TP, dΓ0(T) is the restriction of dΓ(T).
By translating the JVτ-estimates of constructive quantum field theory (Glimm
and Jaffe [5]) into the language of CAR-algebras, we get the following results:
4.1. Proposition. Let τbea self adjoint operator in H with Pτ = τP and τ(P — Q) > 0. Set
for αeIR

a) Let T be an operator in H which commutes with P. Then:

b) Let Te8{H).

Then:

and

It follows from this proposition, that the annihilation term dΓ0(QTP) can be
1/2
1/2
extended to an operator on D(N~ ) if QTP\τ\~ eC2. As is easily seen, this
operator is closable if and only if QTPe C2. This corresponds to the fact, that the
creation term dΓQ(PTQ) can be extended to an operator on %lQ{H) if and only if
PTQeC2. These operators will be denoted with dΓ{T) too.
The estimates in Proposition 4.1 are useful for the discussion of selfadjointness

4.2. Proposition. Let Tbe a bounded self adjoint operator in H with
(1) | τ Γ ί l 2 P T Q e C 2 ,
(2) |ess spec(|τ|" ί/2(PTP + QTQ)\τ\~1 / 2 ) | < 1.
Then the form sum Nτ + dΓ0(T) defines an unique selfadjoint operator, bounded from
below.
Proof We apply [6, Th. II.7] and have to show that dΓ0(T) is bounded relative to JVτ
with bound less than 1 in the sense of quadratic forms.
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1/2

1/2

Take e = dist(l, |essspec(F)|), V=\τ\- (PTP + QTQ)\τΓ . Let P8 be the
eigenprojector to eigenvalues of \V\ greater than 1 -2ε/3. PεH is finite dimensional
1/2
and lies in the domain of |τ| . Now:
1/2

(3) \{φ,dΓ0(PTP +

ll2

QTQ)φ)\^\(φ,dΓ0(\τ\ PeV\τ\ )φ)\
m

ll2

\(φ,dΓ0(\τ\ (ί-PεW\τ\ )φ)

+
1/2

ll2

2

SΊτ\\τ\ PεV\τ\ \\\φ\\
1 2

+

(ί-2εβ)\(φ,Nτφ)\,

il2

(4) \(φ,dΓ0(PTQ)φM\\N J φ\\ \\\τ\- PTQ\\2\\φ\\
^(ε/6)(φ,Nτφ)+

const \\φ || 2

and
\(φ, dΓ0(QTP)φ)\ = \(φ, dΓ0(PTQ)φ)\.
It follows:
\(φ9 dΓ0(T)φ)\

^ (1 - ε/3) (φ9 Nτφ) + const \\φ\\2

q.e.d.

4.3. Proposition. Let The a bounded self adjoint operator in H with the properties :
(1)

PTQEC2

(2) |essspec(PTP + β T ρ ) | τ Γ 1 / 2 | < l
Then the operator Nτ + dΓ(T) is selfadjoint and bounded from below.
Proof. It suffices to show that dΓ(T) is bounded relative to JVτ in the operator sense
with a bound less than 1 [7, V. Th. 4.3, 4]. A slight improvement of 4.1.a gives

(N = Np_Q particle number operator in 3tf). dΓ{PTP + QTQ) commutes with JV,
therefore:

Now we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.2.

q.e.d.

5. Implementation of Automorphisms
5.1. Theorem. Let U be an unitary operator in H with O^ess spec (PUP + QUQ). Then
there exists a bilinear form °lί on ^o0(H)Ω x^Q(H)Ω with the property
(1)
is explicitly given by the formula
dΓ{L)

(2) {AΩ,WBΩ)= (e
\

f[ a{lfyaυ
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withA,Be%0{H\{β^UMorthonormal
basis of K=UKer(PUP + QUQ)andL =
— U21Uϊi, where the matrix representation
(Uo
U =\ 0

0
Uίl

0\
U12 corresponds to the decomposition

\ o u21 u22
λ

U:U*K®U*PK

Proof. If % is well defined, (1) is automatically fulfilled. Therefore it suffices to show
that the right hand side of (2) vanishes if BΩ = 0. The case of general B can be
reduced to the case B = a(If\ feH.
a)Let/e£/*K. Then:
av(a(If)r = *υ(ψ{Pf) + ψ(Qf)*)* = ψ(UPf)* + ψ(UQf)
= ψ{QUf)* + ψ(PUf) = a(IUf) with
UfeK.
n

Therefore: \\ a(Iβa(IUf) = 09 i.e. the right hand side of (2) vanishes,
b) Let feU*K\

Then:

We have

where the last equation comes from the unitarity relation

It follows that ψ((ί + L)UPf)* + φ((l - L*)UQf) is a creation operator. So the r.h.s.
of (2) vanishes for / e L^K 1 too.
q.e.d.
Remark. If L or equivalently Q UP is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, °lί can be extended
to an operator on ^0(H)Ω, and °UQ is annihilated by the transformed annihilation
operators 0Lυ(Ά{lf))> feH. Therefore:
(ωpo(χu)(Λ)=\\^Ω\\-2(^Ω,Λ%Ω),

\\WΩ\\2 = det(l+ LL*)

and ||^Ω|| ~ 1 ( ^ is unitary i.e. one gets the well known implementability criterion of
Shale and Stinespring [3]. The explicit form of the transformed vacuum vector,
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given by the theorem, has been found independently also by Ruijsenaars [4]. For
the case K = {0} this result goes back to Schroer, Seiler and Swieca [8].
In the case K = {0} no annihilation operator becomes a pure creation operator.
tΛ
Then for U = e , telR, A= —A*eέ$(H\ a candidate for fy is the formal expression

can

e

^formal fr defined as a bilinear form in the sense of formal power series in t. The
linked cluster theorem [9] states the following identity (in the sense of formal power
series):

Σ 1 -ldΓ0(Aγc-(Ω,dΓ0(A)ncΩ)-]\:
=o"
J
Here dΓ0(A)nc is the connected part of dΓ0(A)n, and the double dots denote
normal ordering with respect to the annihilation and creation operators a(If)
respectively α(J/)*,/elϊ. To discuss the relations between ^ f o r m a l and % we need the
following result:
5.2. Proposition. Let U be an unitary operator in H with PUP + QUQ invertible in
&(H). Then the implementing bilinear form % from 5.1 is expressible in closed form:
%=:exp{dΓ0((l+(U-l)Qyί(U-l))}:.
Remark. This result too has been found independently by Ruijsenaars [4].
Nevertheless, we present a proof, because our methods are quite different.
Proof. Normal ordering of an exponential of dΓ0(A), Ae£%(H\ can be performed in
IA
A12 \
the following
following steps: (/I = ll ll
\ matrix representation with respect to the
V*21

A

2lJ

decomposition H = PH®QH)
0\

(0

1X

0

o o r [O
\ o Aj
A,,r u 12 o/'
:edΛ(B):=Λ{ί+B),

(3)

0

Using (l+(l/-l)βr(t/-l)=p\
0

o
0

.e*r0>
^

o r\

\-r-r-

1

-w T

Λ

o

u22l
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% implements the automorphism
ι

U

p

U~ \(U

l

}[

—U

0 \/

U'^-JJ

o

1

u22)[u2iu21

0\

i ) u '
q.e.d.
n

Now

the formal power serie Bf(ή with dΓ0(Bf(t))=

t
£ — {dΓ0(Afc

n

— (Ω, dΓ0(A) cΩ)} satisfies the following integral equation [10]:
B/t) =]ds(l- Bf(s)Q)A(l + PBj{s)).
o
Assume that A is bounded and that (etΛ)22
between 0 and ί0 for some ί o e R Then

has a bounded inverse for all t

is a solution of this integral equation.
Proof.
B = (l+KQ)~1K
K' = A(K+1)

= K(i + QK)-i,

K=

etA-l,

C denotes differ en titation with respect to ί),

with

follows:

Together with B(0) = 0 the proposition follows.
Now standard results from the theory of ordinary differential equations give the
uniqueness of the solution. Bf clearly is asymptotic to B, and because B is analytic in
t = 0, Bf(ή converges in norm to B(ή for sufficiently small t. If the condition — (etA)22
has a bounded inverse—is not fulfilled for all t between 0 and ί0, then there exists an
example, where Bf(t0) converges as a bilinear form on a dense set and differs from
B(tQ) [10].

6. Strong Implementation of Derivations
Whereas the discussion about the implementability of automorphisms is completed
(the theorem of Shale and Stinespring says, that an automorphism av is unitarily
implementable, if and only if [P, I/] is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator), there are more
possibilities to implement a derivation dτ than to extend the bilinear form dΓ0(T).
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By adding infinite constants one can try to find implementing operators on other
domains than %>0(H)Ω.
Now according to Shale and Stinespring a derivation dτ, Tselfadjoint in H, is
ιtτ
implementable by a seίfadjoint operator 9~ in 2fP if and only if Pe Qe C2 for all real
ίtT
t. In practical cases the investigation of e is difficult, and it is desirable to have a
criterion which involves T directly. If T= To + V, To, Fselfadjoint, V bounded, T0P
= PT0, there exists a criterion which involves the first term in the perturbation
itTo itT
expansion of e~ e :
t

6.1. Theorem. IfP j ds e~itTo VeίtT°Q is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for all real ί, then
o
there exists a self adjoint operator ZΓ in J f with
This criterion can be found in a paper of Bongaarts [11] and in [3]. Recently
Hochstenbach [2] proved, that in the CCR-case this criterion is also necessary. A
slight modification of his argument gives the necessity also for the case of
anticommutation relations (this result has been found independently also by
Ruijsenaars [4]):
6.2. Theorem. Let The a self adjoint operator in H. The derivation dτ is implementable
by a self adjoint operator 9~ only if for each decomposition T=T0 + V, T o , V
self adjoint, V bounded, T0P = PT0, the first term in the perturbation expansion of

namely

p]dse~ίtToVeitTQQ,
o

is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for all real t.
Remark. If Tis bounded, choose To = 0. Then a necessary and sufficient condition
for dτ to be implementable is PTQeC2.
Proof If θίeitτ is unitarily implementable, then also α Λ ( t ) with
(1) R{t) =

e-ίtToeίtT.

The criterion of Shale and Stinespring gives [P,R(ί)]> [ P , K ( ί ) 1
On a dense set in H holds:
(2) R'(t) = iV(t)R(t),
(3) ( ^ ( ί ) - 1 ) ' ^ -iR{tY1V{t)

V{t)\=e-itToVeitT\
(' denotes differentiation w.r.t. t).

The right hand sides exist on H and are strongly continuous.
It follows:
(4) iV(t) =

R'(t)R{ty1,

(5) i[P, F(ί)] = LP, R'(tϊ]R(tΓ'

+ R'(t) [P, R(t)~!].
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It must be shown:
(6) f ds[_P, Vis)'] e C2
o

for all real

t.

Integration and partial integration of the first term on the right hand side of (5)
gives:

(7) i

+ } ds R'(s) IP, R(s)-'] - [P, R(s)-] (R(s)~7.
0

The first term is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. The integrand of the second term is
strongly continuous and eC2 for all real s. It suffices to show that its HilbertSchmidt-norm is uniformly bounded [11, Lemma 2]. This follows from the strong
continuity oϊeίt3ΓΩ by using the representation of Theorem 5.1. For details see [1].
q.e.d.
When the existence of an implementing operator is known, there arise questions
about its properties. One wishes to have an explicit representation, which allows to
study domains of essential selfadjointness, lower and upper bounds and relations to
other operators. Also the connection between the implementing selfadjoint
operator and the implementing bilinear form on %>0(H)Ω x # 0 (iί)Ω should be
investigated.
Let To be a selfadjoint operator in H commuting with P and with (P — Q)T0>0.
Then ^Γ(To) =
rf/l(/(P-ρ)To/-1)^0.
Let Fbe a selfadjoint bounded operator in H. Define Was the unique bounded
operator from QH into PH with
VA = QVP.
Assume that W is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Then
ί

J dse~isToVeisTo = ί(e~isToWeisToW),
o
and dτ with T = To + V is implementable by a selfadjoint operator. The contrary is
also true:
6.3. Lemma. // T is implementable by a selfadjoint operator, W is a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator.
Proof. Let c > 0 be the greatest lower bound of (P — Q)T0. We know that

is uniformly bounded for t between o and a>2c
a

jdt(e~ίtadTo-l)(W)eC2.

1

. Then
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a
uad

Γ

But J dt(e~
° - 1) as an operator on the Hubert space C2(QH, PH) has a bounded
o
inverse, because
1

-iaadTo_

]dt(e~ίtaάT°-l)

1

itadTo

a'

$dte~
Q

IU

<X\JL X Q

q.e.d.
Define
E/ = (l — (W— W*))(l + WW*
U is unitary, and it transforms T into
W*)T(W- W*)}

Now 77V is the sum of a selfadjoint operator, which commutes with P, and a HilbertSchmidt operator. Therefore dΓ^) is a densely defined closable operator.
Moreover, 7* can be decomposed in the following way:
with

AeC2.

Applying Proposition 4.3 we see that dΓ(T) is a selfadjoint, semibounded operator
if the essential spectrum of V0\T0\~112 is contained in the open unit disc. Also we see
that, U satisfies the criterion of Shale and Stinespring and that the operator
implementing aυ acts on the vacuum like

Now we have proved the following theorem:
6.4. Theorem. Let T= To + V, Γo, V selfadjoint, V bounded, PT0 = T0P. Assume that
dτ is implementable by a selfadjoint operator 3~and (P — Q)To>0, |essspec(PFP
1/2

Then ?Γ is the unique (up to an additive constant) semibounded operator

with U and °U as defined above.
To discuss the connection between 2Γ and dΓ0(T), we approximate V by a
net of Hilbert-Schmidt operators (Vκ) such that

(1)

IIKcll^llFH,

(2) IIW;-WΊI 2 ->O,
(3) IK^o-FoίlToΓ^II^O.
According to Proposition 4.3, dΓ(Tκ) = dΓ(T0) + dΓ(Vκ) is selfadjoint and bounded
from below and implements the derivation dTκ. Applying the construction of
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1

Theorem 6.4, we get another selfadjoint operator 2ΓK = %dΓ(U~ TκUκ)^ί~ which
implements the same derivation. Therefore the both operators differ by an additive
constant.
6.5. Lemma.

where

and

42>=τr{(i + ^ » ; + ^
Proof.
(1)
(2)
= e~dΓ^
(3)

{dΓ(Tκ) + [dΓ(Wκ), dΓ{Tκ)~\ + \ ldΓ(Wκ), ίdΓ(Wκ\ dΓ(Tκ)J\} Ω,

ldΓ(WJJΓ(T^

= -dΓ(VκC)

+

dΓ(lWκ,VJ)-Ύτ{VκAWκ},

(4) \ [dΓ{Wκ\ ίdΓ(Wκ\ dΓ(Tκm = -dΓ(WκVκA Wκ).
(5)

Let P 2 be the projector on the two particle space J^2=Λ2J^1.

P2(e-dΓ{Wκ))*e-dΓ{Wκ)Ω

Then:

= det(l + W*Wκ)dΓ(- Wκ(l + W*Wκ)~ι)Ω.

Now by using the following formula, valid for Hilbert-Schmidt operators A, B:
(6) (dΓ(A)Ω9dΓ(B)Ω) = ΎτQA*PB
we get the lemma after some straightforward calculations.

q.e.d.

i2)

(E ) converges under our assumptions to

E<2>=τr {(l + ww* + w*wy \ww* - w*w)v0}.
Since VAφC2 in general, (E^) may not converge. But after subtracting the possibly
divergent net (δκ) = ( — TrWκVκA) we get a converging net

Now we are prepared to prove the following proposition:
6.6. Proposition. The unitary groups (eit{dΓ{Tκ)

Proof. It suffices to show: e^η+e^.

and ύllκ^ύll, e^nτ\)^ettdnτ)^

S o

t h e

~δκ)) converge strongly to

Now

proposition follows.
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